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Abstract: In this paper, remote error monitoring techniques for electricity meters are overviewed
suggesting their utilization for in-service surveillance assistance. It is discussed that in-service error
observation could provide valuable input, contributing to the timely detection of batches of meters
reaching nonconformance status. The payback period analysis of the deployment of a remote error
monitoring solution is considered. However, it is pointed out that such an analysis lacks input
information describing the relationship between the remote monitoring system’s performance and its
ability to detect nonconformance of the batch. It is also noticed that there is no published methodology
for grading the status of an entire batch of meters referring to error estimates of a subset of the meters,
when the uncertainty of estimation is rather high.
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1. Introduction

Utility (electricity, gas, etc.,) metering involves a large number of meters dedicated to measuring
the resources consumed by each customer (consumer). Consumers are charged according to the
amount measured and valid contract tariffs. Correctness of consumed quantity measurement by
electrical energy meters is important for both producer and consumer. Falling under the scope of legal
metrology, electricity meters must be verified periodically. The verification period is determined by
national regulations. An individual reverification for conformance of energy meters at the end of the
verification period is costly. Therefore, a statistical reverification can be applied as recommended by
OIML (International Organization of Legal Metrology) [1]. If statistically sampled and in-laboratory
verified meters conform to requirements, the operating period of the entire lot (batch) of meters can be
extended until the next reverification. A lot is a homogenous group of meters that comply with a list
of certain criteria (same manufacturer, same type or model, same year of production, same accuracy
class, same type approval number or mark, same date of initial or subsequent verification [2]). A full
replacement of the lot of energy meters before the expiration of the verification interval instead of
reverification is practiced by utilities as well. Periodic verification or a full replacement scenario by the
energy provider is chosen, considering economic and political criterion that may be country-dependent.

Statistical verification aiming to assess the meter lot’s conformity to requirements, e.g., maximum
permissible error (MPE) is the mechanism to balance the risk between producer and consumer. Indeed,
in operating nonconforming meters, both producer and consumer are exposed to the risk of economic
loss due to positive or negative meter error. In the short term, whatever the decision of the producer
is, at the end of the verification period (either lot replacement or statistical verification suggesting
the extension of the verification period) the cost is covered by the producer because the price of the
resource is agreed and fixed after negotiation with government bodies. However, from the long term
perspective, utilities will include their expenditure and request a price increase in later negotiations
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with government bodies regulating electricity price country-wide. Therefore, it is not only in the
provider’s interest to optimize the cost of metrological surveillance but in the consumers’ as well.

Statistical verification of a batch of meters is the procedure established by international standards
and their adaptation at the national level. Dependent on national regulations it has to be carried out at
the time of reverification. During exploitation (in-service) the meter can be inspected in a certified
lab or on-site only in response to consumer complaints or suspicion by the energy provider. Recently,
various remote [3–5], built-in [6], based on automatic meter reading data [7] meter error monitoring
techniques have emerged and are gaining more interest for implementation in smart energy meters.
These new technologies introduce an opportunity to monitor meter error nearly constantly. However,
remote error monitoring systems are not yet traceable to any power or energy units. For example,
the approaches introduced in [3–5] include a traceable reference meter, but it also includes fluctuating
media (distribution grid with all consumers’ loads), whose unpredictable and random nature prevents
achievement of error estimation (error measurement) traceability. Moreover, the uncertainty of remote
monitoring is way larger than achievable in certified laboratories. For example, in the use case
presented in [8] the uncertainty of remotely assessed meter multiplicative correction factor (adjustment
gain) was found 9.4% assuming the nominal value of correction factor is equal to 1. A 0.63% power
measurement error uncertainty of a Class 1 meter is reported for the noninvasive error monitoring
technique described in [5]. Therefore, a methodology for how to include experimental measurement
uncertainty in the conformity assessment decision rule is demanded as opposite to in-laboratory
verification where reference instrument uncertainty is neglected due to its small size compared to the
permissible error limits of a meter under test (MUT).

The goal of this paper is to discuss the applications of the remote energy meter’s error monitoring,
their benefits and motivation for producers, meter manufacturers and consumers, their relationship
to the legal metrology system, and also to foresee challenges to be solved in future advancement of
remote error monitoring (REM) applications.

2. Related References Overview

2.1. Standards and Regulations for Statistical Verification

OIML international recommendation OIML R 46-1 on active electrical energy meters [1], among
many metrological and technical requirements, outlines requirements for statistical verification.
The requirements to the batch of meters, sampling and statistical testing are specified in the
recommendation. In particular, the so-called Acceptance Quality Level (AQL) and Limiting Quality
(LQ) parameters are correspondingly set to 1% and 7%. AQL and LQ parameters originate from ISO
(International Organization for Standardization) standards ISO 2859-1:1999 [9] and ISO 2859-2:1985 [10]
standards which specify an acceptance sampling system for inspection by attributes indexed in terms
of AQL and LQ correspondingly. These standards describe sampling schemes aiming to provide an
upper limit for the risk to the consumer of accepting the occasional poor lot.

In the European market, active energy meters fall under the regulation of Directive 2014/22/EC of
the European Parliament and of the Council a so-called measurement instrument directive (MID) [11].
Module F and F1 of the directive Annex II describe the declaration of product (for instance, an energy
meter) conformity based on verification. Both verification of conformity with metrological requirements
by testing of every instrument and statistical verification of conformity are allowed by the directive.
In the case of statistical verification, the probability of lot conformance acceptance of 95% with a
nonconformity of less than 1% and the probability of acceptance of 5% with a nonconformity of less
than 7% is demanded by the MID. In terms of AQL and LQ requirements, the MID is compatible with
OIML R 46-1 [1]. For practical implementation of the statistical verification according to the MID,
the WELMEC (Western European Legal Metrology Cooperation) Guide 8.10 [12] is intended to support
notified bodies when creating suitable sampling plans for conformity assessment. This WELMEC
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guide is often taken as the reference for national statistical verification methodologies approved by
each country’s government authorities.

The OIML Guide 20 [2] describes procedures for utility (including electricity) meter in-service
surveillance by statistical verification before the end of the validity of verification of the meters in the
lot. If the correctness of meters has been proved by sampling inspection, then the verification validity
period may be extended according to national regulations. National regulations, including sampling
plans, are built based on political decisions to ensure a selected level of consumer protection [13,14].
These decisions reflect the regulatory body’s confidence about the meter’s reliability. With emerging
new manufacturers and types of smart meters entering the market it becomes more and more
challenging to estimate reliability and build confidence due to the lack of data. Therefore, in-service
monitoring should be a helpful methodology for continuous assessment of meter lot status instead of
only statistical verification before the expiration of the verification validity period.

Some countries move towards demanding the future reliability of electricity meters (conformance
to metrological requirements) [15] instead of traditional ISO 2859-2 based approaches that ensure
the conformance of utility meters at the time of inspection only. The building of sampling plans
for assurance of future reliability of the instrument reliability models are crucial. In [15], authors
demonstrate how this type of sampling plan can be built by adapting binomial reliability models and
still applying ISO standards. The future reliability prediction requires larger samples [15] or tightening
of the test for conformance conditions [16]. Authors acknowledge the expectation of promising benefits
from remote monitoring of meters in terms of gaining more information about real reliability models
that are used in the sampling plan selection [16].

A use case study described in [17] stimulates the discussion about how to determine the
reverification time and still to balance the risk between producer and consumer while operating a
batch of meters with degrading errors. The authors suggest economical risk approach analysis to
calculate a period until the next verification. Actual measurement errors, price and consumption
profiles throughout the year, and replacement costs are key inputs to the risk analysis producing the
estimate of the next moment for statistical test for conformance. Feeding the information obtained
from continuous remote error monitoring of meters could be a promising extension to the method
improvement and optimization of reverification period extension. In this way the input from remote
in-service observation indeed assists in making the decision about when to verify the meter lot and
does not interfere or contradict with any of regulations in law.

2.2. Remote Error Monitoring Techniques

In this paper we only consider meter errors observable in the meter’s operating location and
conditions. Only this measurement error can be assessed by remote monitoring techniques, though the
minimum test program according to OIML recommendations [1] for periodic verification involves more
performance indicators namely no-load check, starting current check, current dependence, check of
the register. When a meter is operating in its place of installation, conditions cannot be manipulated.
On the other hand, the in-service observed meter error directly influences producer and consumer risk
and associated economic losses.

Several types of REM methods have been published recently in research papers. Some of the
described techniques [7,18] rely on the meters’ energy consumption measurement comparison over
reference meter energy measurement. The reference meter is typically installed at the input of electricity
distribution subgrid feeding a set of consumers. The reference meter (also called sum meter) measures
the total energy of connected consumers. Meters of these consumers are remotely monitored using
synchronously recorded energy consumption samples. An adjustment (multiplicative) coefficient
(meter constant) can be then determined for every meter minimizing the difference between the sum
energy of all observed meters and energy measured by sum (reference) meter. Other methods [3–5] also
rely on a reference meter (installed in the sum meter of the subgrid location), but individually selected
meter’s readings are synchronously compared with energy consumption at the sum meter. In [3],
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an injected 10 W load is suggested while the method described in [4,5] utilize natural power usage
changes due to consumer activities. The common feature of these already introduced techniques is that
meter error estimation uncertainty is significant. It is affected by the power consumption fluctuations
in the grid and load dependent power losses in distribution lines between MUT and reference meter,
which are unknown. A REM method by Analog Devices Inc. [6] called a close-loop system (mSure
technology) is based on the meter’s built-in reference source instead of an external meter.

The meter accuracy estimation error consists of the random and the systematic parts. Besides
random error of reference meter and MUT, the random part is influenced by random fluctuations
(power, voltage, losses, quality parameters, etc.) in the grid over the error estimation time. Whatever
REM technique is used, the procedure of error estimation can be executed many times and averaging
applied seeking to reduce its random deviation.

The systematic error is mainly composed of parts arising due to assumptions of the method.
For example, the method, described in [3], has the systematic error term as the power losses in the
distribution feeder are neglected. Electrical power losses depend on the power delivered to the
consumer and characteristics of connecting lines. Distribution grid lines connecting a consumer and
his/her meter are fixed and the range of systematic error [smin, smax] due to power losses usually can be
estimated in advance considering parameters of lines [19]. For a particular meter the REM systematic
error sE is constant but it is only known that it is within the range [smin, smax]. Therefore, systematic
error is also treated as a random error considering the arbitrary location of a meter in the grid.

Overall, the error e is a random quantity which is fully described by the probability density
function PDF(e). The PDF estimate can be gained from multiple samples of the error obtained during
the remote monitoring. Overall, the error e is a random quantity fully described by the probability
density function (PDF), which may be dependent on the random influence of power fluctuations in the
meter’s particular location of the grid. The range of the PDF(e) of each monitored meter’s overlapping
error tolerance limits should be considered while stating the probability of conformance of either
a single meter or the lot acceptance. REM targets only an assisting role for in-service surveillance.
Therefore, REM aims to characterize the status of a meter or lot but it does not seek for conformance
acceptance or rejection. Because one meter remote error observation contains a constant systematic
error (though of unknown value) the definition of tolerance limits for REM should include not only the
meter’s MPE but also account for the limits of systematic error of remote error estimation as expressed
by Equations (1) and (2):

TU = MPE + smax, (1)

TL = −MPE + smin, (2)

where TU and TL are correspondingly lower and upper tolerance limits.
It is shown in Figure 1 that error PDF can overlap with the tolerance limits in various ways.

All PDFs in Figure 1 are depicted by different shapes, because the experimentally assessed PDF of
every meter may be different due to the limited number of samples, behavior of the meter random
error or the different influences of the operating conditions, like alternating loads during the meter
error estimation.
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Conformance probability of the n-th meter considering its measurement error estimated by REM
could be described by Equation (3) [20]

pcn =

∫ TU

TL

PDFn(e)de (3)

The set of conformance probabilities of all monitored N meters then has to be used to approximate
the probability of conformance of the entire lot consisting of L > N meters. This challenge is neither
solved nor has any existing recommendations to the best of our knowledge. In the following chapter
we are giving an overview of possible applications that could be implemented if the above stated
challenge is solved.

3. Suggested Applications of Remote Error Monitoring

3.1. Assisting In-Service Surveillance

The measurement systems implementing the current state-of-the-art remote meter error monitoring
techniques are not proved to be traceable and therefore they can play only an assisting role in regulated
meter in-service surveillance. In-service surveillance of energy meters mainly relies on sampling
verification. The conformance results of a selected sample of meters from a lot are used to decide
regarding the replacement or verification period extension of the entire lot. If the lot is rejected the
producer has to replace all meters even though some items may still conform to regulations. Therefore,
some possible remote monitoring application-assisted sampling may be motivated:

• Referring to the observations of REM the producer may choose to replace meters exhibiting
errors beyond tolerance limits. The decision is made solely by the producer (the owner of the
lot of meters), it does not interfere with the sampling requirements but reduces the probability
of rejecting the lot based on statistical verification completed using the remaining (not replaced)
meters in the lot.
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• Referring to the observations of REM the producer may decide to call for statistical verification
earlier than at expiration of the verification period. This is the case when the producer sees the lot
as unreliable and probably causing financial loss because of negative errors dominating the lot.

In all cases the sampling verification and conformance testing is executed according to regulations
in law.

3.2. Producer and Consumer Business

Besides the existing national regulations and legal metrology standards aiming to protect consumer
economic interests, other types of business between producer and customer become possible due to
the REM implementation. Let us discuss the motivation for several of them:

• The producer installs remote meter error monitoring at his own cost and not only uses it for
internal meter monitoring but offers contractual agreements to disclose the results of REM to a
consumer. The consumer is free to sign such an agreement and gain access to REM of the meter
measuring his or her revenue. If the consumer discovers that the meter errors are beyond the
MPE (it is possible for some percentage of meters according to national regulations) he may ask a
provider to check and replace the meter. On the other hand, the consumer may order the remote
monitoring service driven by curiosity or seeking to compare consumption results with some
internal submetering systems.

• Monitoring of consumers’ submeter errors using a smart revenue meter in the role of reference
meter. In this application the REM service is orchestrated by the smart revenue meter acting as a
sum meter for down-grid connected consumers’ submeters. HAN (home area network), NAN
(neighboring area network), WAN (wide area network), enterprise SCADA systems protocols can
be used to establish communication between the smart revenue meter and the submeter under
monitoring [21,22], for instance using HomePlug protocol.

• Typically, sum (also called check or balance) meters are installed on the incoming feeder for
monitoring of technical losses and/or electricity thefts in the grid [23]. Though check meters do not
fall under the scope of legal metrology their measurement accuracy is of importance when making
decisions about the status of the energy consumption changes in the distribution grid. Therefore,
the error monitoring of the sum (check) meter itself using revenue meters becomes possible.

The meter manufacturers should not be forgotten as playing a vital role in new technology
deployment in smart meters. Indeed, the competition between manufacturers of meters pushes them
to integrate new unique features unavailable with the competitors’ production.

4. Verification Time Prediction

4.1. Reliability of Smart Meter and Error Drift

In reliability, theory and practice, a meter’s life expectancy is characterized by the mean time to
failure (MTTF). Considering measurement error, the moment of failure (conformance loss) of a meter is
determined by the error value exceeding MPE. The instrumental drift [24] caused error may deviate
continuously under the influence of stressors, mainly temperature, humidity and load current [25].
If the degradation rate is known or identified then the failure moment can be predicted and meter
replacement planned. From the risk cost point of view, the moment of reaching the MPE limit is not
somehow exceptional because the risk cost accumulation rate is similar to the rate just before the
moment of MPE violation. Contrarily, in the case of a sudden (step-wise) error change because of
severe failure of the metering function, the risk cost jumps dramatically and every day increases the
accumulated cost significantly. Usually, it is easier to detect the second type of failure from consumer’s
monthly bills exposing obvious consumption changes compared to the first type of failure.

The reliability of smart electricity meters is already addressed in several research works [26].
It is typical for electronic devices (also smart energy meters) that the hazard (failure) rate vs. time
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follows a so-called ‘bathtub’ shape [27] (p. 9). Typically, the steady central part and the “wear out”
part are the operating time intervals when in-service metrological surveillance is expected to detect
nonconformance and prevent further use of a meter or lot. Replacement of nonconforming meters
aims to avoid accumulation of financial losses due to over- or underestimated energy consumption.

A deeper analysis of smart meter reliability is reported in [25]. It is found that the meter’s basic
error and chronometer error degradation paths are linear over time. In response to the long-term
influences of temperature and humidity a meter error exhibits linear deviation. The error may deviate
from some initial value either towards a larger error or towards a smaller error (zero error). In the
second case, it takes a longer time for the error to reach the threshold characterizing MPE.

In [28], the reliability of smart electricity meters is assessed by composing a matrix of meter blocks
vs. meter features. Measurement of energy consumption is said to be one of the key features of a meter.
However, error deviation is not considered explicitly but rather failure rate is targeted. Meter failure
due to measurement error noncomplying with the MPE is not separated from total failure intensity.
Measurement and processing modules influencing energy consumption measurement constitute only
a small fraction of smart meter modules and features [28]. Authors explore only the total cost of
meter ownership and its dependence on failure rate. Each module of a meter’s contribution to failure
intensity is attributed a scaled risk grade based on expert knowledge. Therefore, producer or consumer
losses caused by incorrect energy measurement are not considered in the paper.

4.2. Prediction of Conformance Loss Moment

It is revealed in [29], that not only does meter accuracy degrade slowly because of long-term
drift error caused by ageing under the influence of temperature, humidity, load, etc., but also the
meter exhibits short-term (during a day) fluctuations. Therefore, in-service monitoring results may
indicate that the error of a meter under observation fluctuates around the MPE limit. Deciding that
the meter has lost conformance from the economic risk point of view might be challenging. Taking
into account the considerable uncertainty of REM makes the derivation of a rule for separate meter
replacements or distrust of the whole lot even more troublesome. In Figure 2, typical meter error
fluctuations in the short-term and deviation in the long period perspective are shown. The long-term
accuracy degrading is caused by the ageing phenomenon influencing the meter components while
the short-term fluctuations are usually observed because of meter-error dependence on operating
conditions (temperature, humidity, load). In the situation indicated in Figure 2, the meter error
may oscillate by temporarily exceeding the MPE threshold but later returned below the threshold.
The decision making regarding the meter’s conformance is rather challenging from a single error
estimate in such a situation and a longer observation of error behavior is relevant.

The determination of the statistical verification moment when the rejection of the lot can be
expected with the selected probability and confidence is the main goal for future investigations.
REM could provide an option to detect meter error approaching and exceeding of MPE moment
and contribute to the prevention of larger economic losses. However, the implementation of REM
functionality also means additional cost, which has to be accounted for while justifying the payback
period of REM deployment. In the next chapter a preliminary payback period analysis is provided to
explain the concept.
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5. The Payback Period of Remote Error Monitoring

The energy producer and the consumer are the two players in the energy market. National
regulation systems are designed such that risk cost due to metering errors is balanced between producer
and consumer in total. However, this is only on average, because particular consumers may be unhappy
because their particular meter has a positive error exceeding the meter’s MPE, and equally the provider
may not be happy about billing a particular consumer whose consumption is measured with a meter
exhibiting a negative error below the MPE limit.

Assuming a meter instrumental drift is linear over time the average error over the i-th month
after verification may be expressed by Equation (4):

e(ti) = e0 + α · ti, (4)

where e0 is the initial error at the start of the meter’s service, and α is the error increase (deviation) rate
per month. The monthly cost increase due to meter error to consumer when e(ti) > 0 or to producer
when e(ti) < 0 is described by Equation (5):

∆cm(ti) =
e(ti)

100%
· cm0(ti), (5)

where cm0(ti) is the i-th month electricity bill in the absence of meter error described by Equation (6):

cm0(ti) = p(ti) · E(ti), (6)

where p(ti) is the electricity price (tariff) in currency per consumed energy (in Eur/kWh), and E(ti) is
the energy amount consumed per i-th month in kWh.

The total accumulated cost due to the meter error over M months is modeled by Equation (7):

Ce(tM) =
M∑

i=1

∆cm(ti). (7)

The total accumulated cost denotes the loss for the consumer and gain for the producer when
Ce(tM) > 0, or loss for the producer and gain for the consumer when Ce(tM) < 0.
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In order to implement the remote meter monitoring, some initial investment CRM is necessary.
Let us consider that at the meter operating month tv. a remote monitoring system detects its error
e(tv) exceeding MPE. The meter is then inspected in the certified laboratory or according to approved
on-site verification methods and replaced if it is found that

∣∣∣e(tv)
∣∣∣ > MPE. . After the replacement,

the meter error deviation restarts from the initial error |e0| < MPE. The monthly cost increase due to
meter error, remote monitoring, verification and replacement investment is seen in Equation (8):

∆cmRM(ti) =


CRM + ∆cm(ti), when ti = t1
e(ti)
100% · cm0(ti), when t2 ≤ ti < tv

CV + CRep + ∆cm(ti), when ti = tv
e(ti−tv)
100% · cm0(ti), when ti > tv

, (8)

where CRM is REM service cost, CV is metrological verification cost, CRep is replacement cost equal to
the sum of meter cost Cmeter and installation cost Cinst.

The total accumulated cost due to the meter error over M months is described by Equation (9):

CeRM(tM) =
M∑

i=1

∆cmRM(ti). (9)

REM cost CRM includes two meters (one initially operated and second used for replacement) price
increase due to integration of REM functionality CmeterRM and grid infrastructure investment cost per
meter to support REM service CgridRM (cost and installation of sum meter) as shown in Equation (10):

CRM = 2 · CmeterRM + CgridRM. (10)

Assuming the criteria of loss minimization (regardless of whether it is producer or consumer loss),
the payback period tPb of REM service is the interval from the service start and the moment when
accumulated cost due to the meter error with and without REM becomes equal. The payback period
may be estimated by solving the Equation (11):∣∣∣Ce(tPb)

∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣CeRM(tPb)

∣∣∣. (11)

Alternatively, if a requirement on the payback period is set, say t∗Pb, then the maximum acceptable
investment CRMmax for REM service could be expressed by Equation (12):

CRMmax =
∣∣∣∣CeR

(
t∗Pb

)∣∣∣∣−
−

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
N∑

i=1

e(ti)

100%
· cm0(ti) + CV + Cmeter + Cinst +

M−N∑
i=N+1

e(ti − tv)

100%
· cm0(ti)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (12)

In Figure 3, Ce(tM) and CeRM(tM) are shown, corresponding to sample values typical to Lithuania:
cm0 = 15 Eur (typical), MPE = 1%, the verification cost is CV = 14.3 Eur ([30] Part 2, p. 148), meter
cost is Cmeter = 51 Eur ([30], Part 2, Table 5) and installation cost is Cinst = 7.4 Eur ([30], Part 2,
Table 20). The other parameters used to draw plots in Figure 3 are e0 = 0.5%, α = 10−4 (error
changes by 0.01% per month), tv = 51 months, CmeterRM = 20 Eur , CgridRM = 10 Eur. According
to Figure 3, plotted for illustration purposes, the payback period of the remote monitoring service
is 5 years. A more comprehensive analysis for payback period and REM service investment should
include inflation, electricity cost fluctuations, differentiation of consumer and producer loss.
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Figure 3. Monthly cost increase (upper subplot) and accumulated cost (bottom subplot) due to meter
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6. Discussion and Future Work

Assume that at the moment TREMn < Tv0, N meters from the lot were inspected using REM
and their error experimental probability density function (histogram) PDF pn

(
e, T j

)
or uncertainty

un
(
T j

)
, n = 1, N; j = 1, K was estimated. Tv0 is the verification time according to valid national

regulations. Each n-th meter error estimate is obtained by REM from the series of repeated observations
K. It is expected that the uncertainty of remote error estimation un

(
T j

)
is considerable in respect to the

size of tolerance limits for conformance assessment. It is shown in Figure 4 that the REM-estimated
errors of N meters from the lot did not indicate possible lot rejection if statistical inspection had been
carried out at the time TREM1. However, based on REM results the expectation of lot rejection after
statistical inspection at the moment TREM2 is higher. Therefore, the statistical inspection might be
suggested before the expiration of the regulated verification interval Tv0.

To advance towards REM-assisted in-service surveillance which aims to strengthen consumer
and producer protection (minimizing risk cost) the challenge has to be solved: having a group of
meters’ error observations and their corresponding uncertainties, what is the probability along with
the selected confidence that the lot would be rejected if inspected at a particular moment before the
expiration of the verification period and according to the statistical verification methodology adopted
in the country?

Solving the challenge will provide input to a more comprehensive economic analysis of the payback
period of an REM system deployment. The number of meters inspected by REM, the periodicity of the
REM inspection and the probability of detecting the lot reaching nonconformance status are the factors
influencing the payback period analysis.
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Figure 4. Time diagram of a meter batch’s in-service surveillance assisted by remote error monitoring.

7. Conclusions

Emerging techniques for remote electricity meter error monitoring are not yet approved in legal
metrology regulatory documents. The conducted overview reveals that remote error monitoring
solutions are suitable for collecting electricity meter error estimates in-service. However, the uncertainty
of error estimation is quite challenging to determine because of the influence of the fluctuation of the
parameters of the media connecting the reference device and the meter under test. Nevertheless, it is
reasonable to use the data obtained when reaching a decision about the moment for the statistical
verification of a batch of meters for conformance testing. In current practice, the verification period is
set by national regulatory bodies. The period is fixed in advance despite any real observations of errors
in meters. The selection of the verification period is often justified by economical balancing between
the producer’s interest and the level of the consumer protection.

The deployment of remote error monitoring would contribute to the cost of electricity but on the
other hand it could increase consumer protection. Therefore, the contribution of our research is the
introduction of the REM deployment payback period analysis referring to country-specific costs like
metrological verification, meter replacement, and average monthly electricity bill.

Currently unavailable methodologies for prediction of the nonconformance of a batch of meters
from error observation with rather high uncertainty (similar or higher than the meter accuracy class)
makes the set of inputs for the payback period analysis insufficient. Therefore, our second contribution
is the identification of the key challenge ahead of the advancement of remote error monitoring
assisted in-service surveillance. In particular, the need for a statistical framework for prediction of the
nonconformance of a batch of meters, based on estimation of the errors of a subset of meters in the lot
is highlighted.
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